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An independent foundation that strives 
to lead, negotiate, support and 
advocate for the wide availability of 
electronic resources by library users in 
transition and developing countries.
Operates through a network of national 
library consortia in 55 countries. 



The eIFL.net team

Rima Kupryte - managing director
Isabel Bernal - program assistant
Iryna Kutchma - OA and IR (Ukraine)
Susan Veldsman - e-resources (South Africa)
Teresa Hackett - IP (Ireland)
Randy Metcalfe + Tigran Zagaryan - FOSS (Canada and 
Armenia)
Monika Segbert - consortium building, new countries 
(member of the management board, Germany)
Andrius Krisciunas - webmaster (Lithuania)



Funding

Funding for projects from foundations, agencies, 
private funders

Ford, McArthur, OSI foundations
EU-Tempus
UNESCO
Koha foundation

Participation fee from each country 
Sponsorship of the GA by publishers
In-country funding from ministries, consortia 
members - funding sources vary by country
Budget about € 1m per year



eIFL Open Access Program
Call for Interest among eIFL members:

Serbia, November 2003 & November 2005
South Africa, July 2004 & May 2005
Ukraine, February 2005
Lithuania, February 2005
China, June 2005
Southern Africa, August 2006
Poland, September 2006
Lesotho, Swaziland,2007
Hong Kong,2007
Ghana,2007
SARUA,2007
Carnegie,2007
Nigeria,2008



Traditional publishing
journals are an effective way of sharing scientific research with 
other scientists, so content is extremely important
No author is paid 
Copyright has been taken over by publishers
Commercial publishers is making huge profit margins and their 
empires is growing
Costs to publish is paid by patrons, libraries via subscriptions
Expensive journals became the place to publish
Research councils funded research more highly in this kind of 
journal, because everyone read them
Library budgets became more and more strained
Universities lost control of their own research
The situation was accepted by academics because of their need to
publish their research, and because there seemed to be no 
alternative



Driving force behind open access 
– Dissatisfaction at all levels

Academics/Authors: their work is not 
seen by all their peers – do not receive 
the recognition they deserve
Readers:  cannot view all research 
literature they need – less effective
Libraries:  cannot satisfy information 
needs of their users
Development of the Internet



Background of the BOAI

December 2001, Budapest:  OSI held a meeting 
of leaders exploring alternative publishing 
models.  Concluded that “open access” was 
the goal and agreed on two main strategies 
for achieving it:  
1. open access journals 
2. institutional/subject-based repositories

Budapest Open Access Initiative



Definition of open access

In using the term 'open access', we 
mean the free availability of peer-
reviewed literature on the public 
internet, permitting any user to read, 
download, copy, distribute, print, 
search, or link to the full texts of the 
articles. 



Open access journals

A journal which is freely available online 
worldwide and does not rely upon the 
traditional subscription based business 
model to generate revenue. 



Open access journals

If they do not charge a subscription fee, 
how do they generate the funds 
necessary to publish the journal?

Open access journals employ a 
combination of new business models, 
among them:



Open access journals

Article processing fee:  when a paper is 
accepted for publication in an open 
access journal, a fee is charged to the 
author’s institution/research grant, 
which covers the cost of peer review, 
online publication, etc.



Open access journals

Institutional membership:  
Researchers from member institutions have 
the right to publish an unlimited number of 
research articles in the journal without 
paying the article processing fee.
BioMed Central pioneered this model: 
Harvard, Columbia, Czech Academy of 
Sciences, Debrecen University, & UK.



Open access journals

Hybrid model (Walker/Prosser): for 
conversion of subscription-based journal to 
open access.  Authors would be presented 
with two options:

To pay an article processing fee – the paper is 
then made open access on publication.
Not to pay an article processing fee – the paper is 
only available to subscribers.



Business guides for open access 
journals

Guide to Business Planning for Converting a 
Subscription-based Journal to Open Access 
Guide to Business Planning for Launching a 
New Open Access Journal 
Model Business Plan: A Supplemental Guide 
for Open Access Journal Developers & 
Publishers 



Publishers convert to open 
access

Oxford University Press – Oxford Open
Journal of Nucleic Acids, Journal of Botany

Springer – Open Choice 
Blackwell – Online Open
Elsevier – hybrid model for six Physics Journals
National Academy of Sciences

Proceedings of the National Academy of 
Sciences

Sage and Hindawi partnership
Taylor and Frances, Wiley, Cambridge….too many to 
mention!!!!



Open Access Journals











Institutional repositories

Publicly accessible repository (archive) 
where all the work published by 
researchers/authors affiliated with the 
university/academy can be posted 
online. Contributes to the status of the 
institution by displaying the intellectual 
output of the institution. 



Institutional repositories

All work is deposited in the repository 
by using interoperable software, which 
allows the works in the repositories to 
be searched and harvested.  Such 
software is called Open Archives 
Initiative (OAI) compliant.  Examples of 
OAI compliant software are DSpace, E-
Prints, CDSware, i-Tor, and MyCoRe.



Institutional repository 
software



Economic Research

Access to Science:  Exploring New 
Markets for Digital Journals

Professors Mark McCabe & Christopher 
Snyder
Recent article in Nature:  “The best 
business model for scholarly journals: an 
economist's perspective”
http://www.nature.com/nature/focus/acces
sdebate/28.html



Economic Research



Citation analysis



International Support of Open 
Access

BOAI, February 2002
Bethesda Statement, April 2003
Berlin Declaration, October 2003 & May 2004, 
February 2005, March 2006
Wellcome Trust, October 2003, May 2005, 2006
UK Parliamentary Inquiry, 2004
Ukrainian Cabinet of Ministers, 2005
Research Councils UK, 2006
Academy of Science of South Africa, 2006
US Public Access to Federally Funded Research Act of 
2006
NIH 2007



Support of Open Access



Developments in South Africa

Cape Town Open Education Declaration

Report on a Strategic Approach to 
Research Publishing in 
South Africa:2006





Academy of Sciences of SA (1)

Report on a Strategic Approach to 
Research Publishing in 
South Africa:2006



Academy of Sciences of SA(2)

Recommendation No 6: 

that the Department of Science and Technology takes 
responsibility for ensuring that Open Access initiatives are 
promoted to enhance the visibility of all South African research
articles and to make them accessible to the entire international
research community.

Specifically:
online, open access (“Gold route”) versions of South African 
research journals should be funded in significant part through a
per-article charge system (linked in the case of higher education 
institutions to an agreed fraction of output publication subsidies, 
and in the case of other research- producing institutions to 
adapted budgeting practice),but publishers should still sell 
subscriptions to print copies and should maximise
other sources of income to lower the article-charge burden;



Academy of Sciences of SA (3)
a federation of institutional Open Access repositories, 
adhering to common standards, should be 
established (“Green route”), with resources made 
available to help institutions in the preliminary stage, 
this virtual repository to be augmented by a central 
repository for those institutions which are unable to 
run a sustainable repository;
national harvesting of South African Open Access 
repositories should be undertaken as a matter of 
urgency, preferably by the NRF;
and the importance of affordable bandwidth for 
research communications for this purpose be drawn 
to the attention of DST officials negotiating for better 
rates.











How did eIFL do it?

15 countries (SA included), 59 repositories
80 343 items retrieved
Decisions what are we going to do with items 
without FT
Sahara (Open Source Harvester)
Lucene( Open Source Indexer)
Dare (SURF) assisted
Register OpenDoar, OAIster and Google



What can we do to ensure OA 
adoption in our institution?

Develop IR institutional policies
Create IR-according to best practices
Policies should require that researchers 
deposit their publications upon acceptance for 
publication
University should inform their researchers 
about IPR and copyright management
Availability of funds to researchers for author 
fees to support “author pays” model



OA institutional policies
Title of policy
Position statement
Policy statement
Scope
Responsibility
Restriction of access
Copyright and author addendum
Terminology
FAQ’s











Thank you.

Susan Veldsman
Program Manager
susan.veldsman@eifl.net


